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Kensington Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Baby Momma Drama, Carl
Weber, There's no drama like baby momma drama. Jasmine is looking for happiness and finding
real love along the way - but she has some hard lessons to learn first as she gets tangled in the mess
of baby momma drama. Jasmine is working hard, saving money and waiting for the right man to
walk into her life. Enter Derrick - fine, smooth-talking, a successful attorney. Jasmine couldn't be
happier and everything seems to be running exactly according to plan. Derrick is generous,
gorgeous and seriously sexy. But all it takes are some shrewd questions from Jasmine's grandma,
Big Momma, to expose her man as nothing more than a lying, drug-dealing hustler. Refusing to
admit she's been played, Jasmine chooses to remain faithful to Derrick while he's doing time. That
is, until she finds him in a clinch on visiting day with his baby momma, Wendy. Derrick's big mistake
with Wendy pushes Jasmine even further towards the arms of a good friend - and good man - but
when yet another baby momma comes into the picture, Jasmine will have to decide whether the
right love is worth...
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ReviewsReviews

It is great and fantastic. Sure, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ivy Hilll DDS-- Ivy Hilll DDS

This type of ebook is every little thing and made me looking ahead of time and more. It is among the most amazing book i actually have read through. Its
been designed in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is simply soon a er i finished reading through this pdf in which actually transformed me, change
the way i believe.
-- Dr . Ron K ova cek-- Dr . Ron K ova cek
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